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And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. — John 8:32

Jesus Loves Gays

https://email.althahosting.com/campaigns/ms17019d5o514

In Mayberry. Yes. Jesus Loves Gays in Andy Griffith’s hometown.
The small American town that celebrates all things post World War II Boomer now publicly and proudly connects
the good news of Christianity with anal sex. Where does it do that?
On the Eagle “Scout” created black board at the start of the highly trafficked Greenway along the Ararat River.
Nick is the Eagle “Scout” who created the black board. It appeared recently on the cement wall beneath a roadway.
The Greenway passes between the wall and the river.

Just hours after Nick’s blackboard appeared it was covered with pro-homosexual graffiti. The sexually-charged
propaganda wasn’t contained within the borders of the blackboard either. Greeting the mostly older folks who walk
and bike the Greenway is a six foot tall chalk drawing of a penis scrawled beneath the word “Period.” Curious as to
what the word “Period” might have to do with the male member I searched for clues … and found … “Love one
Another. PERIOD!” That deep insight was scrawled next to the pig face over which was written “Jesus Loves
Gays.”
What are we to make of this.
It’s obvious what happened. The Scouts are all about fagdom now. One of their demon obsessed “boys” named
Nick got clever. He persuaded the willfully naive adults to believe that a “chalkboard” on the Greenway would be a
marvelous place for “free expression.” And this is the result.

Yesterday I wrote that God has been untethered from liberty. This is the rotten fruit.
At the same time in good old Mayberry street preachers are being silenced. Two of them were cited by the local
police for violating a parade ordinance this summer. They were preaching. They weren’t leading a parade.
The hallmark of street preaching is a public call to repentance. That’s what modern Christians hate the most. They
hate being told to repent when they’re shopping. Shoot, they even hate it when the preacher in their Baptist Church
talks overly much about it. Nope, religion is there to make us feel good when we aren’t buying stuff and earning
that holy paycheck. When religion slips outside those clearly defined social spaces it MUST be silenced. The local
“gay” cop here in Mayberry is only too happy to assist.
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Was Barney Fife a sodomite? I don’t know, and at this point it doesn’t matter. American freedom is now nothing
more than the obligation to celebrate sexual sin. It used to mean the right to be free individuals in an ideologically
diverse, yet Christian, nation. American liberty is now every individuals obligation to surrender to their carnal urges. This makes us tractable. The rich and the powerful love it. That’s why they work so hard to preserve and promote it.
Is your life becoming more and more confused and chaotic? That is nature and truth making war on our present
system of the world. The way of the world that we’ve all absorbed isn’t working. Our humanity and reason is asserting itself against this diabolical program.
America used to believe John 1:1 in the Bible. It doesn’t say that “Jesus Loves Gays.” No. John started his explanation to the Greeks of his time about Jesus with, “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God,
and the Word was God.” A better rendering, perhaps, of the English “Word” here would be the word “reason.”
The verse would then read, “In the beginning was reason, and reason was with God, and reason was God.”

Until science unseated religion in the West Christianity thought of itself as reasonable. Science and politics convinced Christianity to take it’s place in the world alongside all the other superstitions. The problem with this is that
it doesn’t comport with nature or truth. It isn’t true to assume that the scientific method brings more reason into the
world than does Christianity.
Reason, in fact, becomes unreasonable when it is untethered from the person. The fact that Christianity brings eternal personhood/personality together with God makes it culturally and socially potent. Our children are suffering
more from the diabolical confusion and chaos than are we. The evidence is scrawled on that cement wall.
What could bring vibrant and imaginative young people to the point where they scrawl a penis under the word PERIOD on the wall where their grandparents go to exercise? Who, other than Satan, would want to inspire such
filth? Such obscene disrespect?! WHO!
Ararat is the mountain where God gathered His people. He summoned Moses to the top. He gave him the Ten
Commandments. The Ararat River bubbles past the chalkboard. If the town fathers want to heal their land they’ll
paint over the chalkboard and etch those timeless Ten Commandments in the cement instead.
Honor your father and mother. That’d be a good start to ending the confusion and chaos, don’t you think?
Amen.

